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RHA Stays Steady
Under Cooper

As president of the Residence Hall
Association, David Cooper has made
improvements that make on-campus life
easier and more enjoyable through
events and programming. Cooper has
kept RHA running smoothly this year.

Chaney Rebuilds CAA, Term
Proves Successful, Productive
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REPORT CARD
Subject

Change basketball
ticket distribution to
curb cheating,
promote efficiency
and let more students
get riser seats

Plan, organize and
improve Homecoming
events by offering a
broader range
ofstudent activities

Better marketing
of UNC’s Olympic
sports on campus

Plan and promote
events throughout the
year

Rebuild the integrity
and organization of die
CAA

Teacher’s
Comments

UNC ONE Cards were scanned at
Kenan Stadium to obtain bracelets,
which eliminated the past problems
with cheating. More students were
given riser seats, and Saturday
ticket distribution ran more smoothly.

Homecoming was successful this
year with a week ofevents, a con-
cert and the first annual
Homecoming parade. The king and
queen election process was also
made more accountable.

Allyear CAA has done a better
job of publicizing Olympic sports
events by using the CAA listserv,
sandwich boards and the Pit
sports ticker. Simple ideas had
significant results in this area.

CAA held many successful
events this year, including the
Michael Hooker Memorial SK,
Midnight with the Tar Heels, the
Slam Dunk Contest and “Beat Dook
Week.”

Chaney and his staff turned CAA
around this year, the new ticket
distribution policy and better
overall planning strengthened the
respectability of the organization
for the future.

Reid Chaney has
made significant
progress in his term
as CAA president.
Changes in the ticket
distribution policy
successfully curbed
cheating, a problem
that plagued past
presidents’ terms
and tarnished the
integrity of CAA.
Organization and
planning also have
added to the success
of his term and
laid a more solid
foundation for next

year’s president.
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Brown Strengthens, Reorganizes GPSF
Mikisha Brown, president of the Graduate and Professional Student Federation,

has done a good job of making sure that graduate students’ concerns and needs
were represented on parking, tuition and child-care issues this year. Brown boosted
participation in GPSF Senate through better organization, planning and delegation.
But more direct involvement as president in the year’s key issues _

would have been better on the whole.
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